
sensitive to others’ feelings
involve people/feel special
have fair time schedules
small group projects/plays
form friendships
should be fair to everyone
shouldn’t hurt anyone
talking/discussing
people are more important
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This chart is meant to be a useful tool to help facilitate learning and communication.  It is not the intent of this chart to rigidly categorize people:

please use this chart as a guide - take what is useful and use your own judgment!

fun, something new

free time, choice of activities,
being allowed to entertain
verbal appreciation of 
and encouragement for 
Spontaneous Qualities

“good job” notes, acknowledge-
ment for neatness/punctuality
verbal appreciation of 
and encouragement for 
Organized Qualities

being creative, artistic,
dreamer

chance to talk, harmony

personal note, pat on back,
lots of personal attention
verbal appreciation of 
and encouragement for 
Supportive Qualities

time to self, creative project

acknowledge uniqueness/
creativity, display work
verbal appreciation of 
and encouragement for 
Imaginative Qualities

personalize, small groups,
discuss feelings/values/
social issues/future,
cooperative assignments,
harmonious atmosphere

SPONTANEOUS

fun, make people laugh
has to be fun/entertaining
things that last short time
games with winners/losers
free to walk around
don’t like them, impulsive
relax, let things happen
take things apart/put back
think only about now

being clever, smart,
making discoveries

acknowledge intelligence,
use their contributions
verbal appreciation of 
and encouragement for 
Curious Qualities

ask questions, discover
experiment/invent
have all the time needed
learning centers, labs, field trips
do research, talking is waste
get lost in projects
shouldn’t interfere with projects
solving complicated problems
goal is discovery/invention

logical, practical
memorize/good study habits
plan/projects with due date
workbook drill
quiet, listen, follow rules
do things by rules/schedules
rule keeper, clear consequences
reading or writing
be responsible, plan ahead

no lecture, immediate
relevance, short, variety,
action, challenge, games,
manipulatives, competition,
audio-visuals, hands-on

organized lecture/presentation, 
outline, memorize facts, take 
notes, know what’s expected, 
prepare ahead, study spaces,
quiet, routine

debate, question sessions,
indep. projects, no writing,
brainstorm with “sharp”
people, field trips, “labs”
“scientific” exploring

noticing others, being
kind, fair, thoughtful

creative, open
think quietly by self
time for thinking/wondering
collages/drawings, poetry
observe/think
can’t schedule creativity
wonder about meaning
thinking about world
wondering is more important

artistic/creative assignments, 
performing arts, writing, drawing, 
time to daydream/doodle, 
dialogue, integrate work
with music/drama

Topics
Self-Image
Learning
Work Style
Info Processing
Use of Space
Schedules
Rules
Use of Time
Planning
Objective

Best 
Learning/
Working
Situations

Needs Acknow-
ledgment For

Will Work For

Appropriate
Rewards

Contributions

being entertaining, fun,
playful

doing good job, being 
organized, neat, productive

approval, goals acquiring intelligence/knowledge

brings fun, laughter, sense 
of excitement, adventure,
playfulness, drama, flexibility, 
cleverness, wittiness, joking, 
willingness to risk, sense of 
energy, outspokenness

brings sense of structure, rules,
tradition, custom, continuity, 
social responsibility, facts,
routine, order, procedures, 
methods, regularity, focus, 
thoroughness , diligence

brings interest in sciences,
technical know-how, sense 
of discovery, efficiency,
enthusiasm for learning, 
independence, problem-solving, 
speaking directly to the point

brings creativity, sense of
openness and wonderment,
appreciation for dreaming/
designing/creating, need for
quiet/alone time, importance
of beauty/nature/aesthetics

3. The descriptions are not meant to be used as excuses for behaviors or problems.
4.  Vocational choices or individual potential should not be limited.

1. There will probably be some overlap across categories.
2. Changes in preferences may occur as a person develops. 
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to have HARMONY

IMAGINATIVECURIOUSORGANIZED

to have FUN to have ORDER

SUPPORTIVE

to find SOLUTIONS

brings ability to create warm
atmosphere, emotional sup-
port, people-centered point
of view, “class spirit,” harmony, 
cooperation, team working, sense 
of social mission

to contribute IDEAS


